Social media mixed with news in political candidate judgment: Order effects on knowledge and affect
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Abstract. In the context of politics, emotions and facts work together to shape opinions about political candidates. While there is considerable research on motivated reasoning about political issues, there is less attention to how affect and rationality combine in the hybrid world of new media. This study examined the interaction of social media comments about politicians with more traditional information sources. Participants were exposed to political candidates’ Facebook news feeds, to news articles about the candidates, and to a political speech. The order of exposure was varied and measures of both knowledge and emotion were taken. When social media was encountered before news about a political candidate, it influenced feelings toward the candidate but did not influence personal mood or perceived knowledge. In contrast, when social media was encountered before information unrelated to the candidates, it negatively influenced all dependent measures. The findings are discussed in terms of motivated reasoning theories, Papacharissi’s concept of “affective publics,” and the implications for civic participation in the new media era.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Social media and civic participation

Political discourse has been studied in several types of social media situations, including political blogs [10,83,86,92], discussion forums [57], online videos [17,50] and social networking sites (SNSs) like Facebook [6,35,65,66,68,70,93]. There is considerable discussion about how computer-mediated political discussion might serve as an online “public sphere” in the sense that Habermas [21] described it as an open forum for the rational discussion of diverse views [10,53,54], with considerable attention being paid to whether SNSs narrow or widen political discourse [3,18,28,46,74,78–81,87]. More recently, media theorists and sociotechnical researchers have turned their attention to what has been called
the “sprawling” public sphere [11] and the hybrid nature of new media [6,29,45,46]. In this paper we examine the influence of exposure to social media content on the interpretation of news and whether the order of encounter matters.

The need to understand how social media and news influence each other is clear from an examination of how news is now encountered. According to the Pew Internet and American Life project, 71% of all American online adults (58% of the entire adult population) report that they use Facebook, 23% of all American online adults (19% of the entire adult population) report that they use Twitter, and 52% of internet users say that they visit two or more social media sites regularly [14]. Almost half (47%) of Facebook users report that they get news from Facebook, usually incidentally and not exclusively [47], and slightly higher percentages get news from Twitter (52%) and reddit (62%) [27]. A little more than one third (36%) of SNS users say that SNSs are important for keeping up with political news in particular [59].

Internet users are more likely than non-Internet users to be involved in civic and political activities such as attending a political rally, trying to influence a vote, and actually voting or reporting intention to vote [22]. Frequent Facebook users are even more engaged in these civic/political activities [22,59]. Facebook users maintain many types of relationships within the SNS and seem to gain and maintain social capital from its use [15,63,91]. Several researchers suggest that computer-mediated interactions have positive effects on community engagement and civic involvement [13,23,32,63,91].

1.2. Hybrid news and information assemblages

News in general, and political news in particular, is increasingly consumed via multiple platforms with varying levels of legitimacy and filtering. Chadwick and his colleagues [6,29] term current news consumers “omnivores” to stress that they comfortably navigate diverse information sources. This includes a move toward encountering traditional news in online formats mixed together with less traditional information from blogs and social media. In fact, media researchers have found considerable “intermedia agenda setting” [46] as diverse information streams combine both sources of news for mainstream media and hybrid information assemblages [6] for citizen news producers and consumers.

Klinger and Svensson [33] point out that social media now plays a very significant role in the distribution of news and its consumption in hybrid information contexts. The traditional two-step flow model of information dissemination in political news settings, stressing as it does the importance of opinion leaders as filters and interpreters, becomes more complex in hybrid environments [7,51]. Even a “multistep” view [8] is questionable because the unidirectional nature of these theories fails to explain how news consumers may cycle and recycle an information item through different channels for different purposes [88] or how news algorithms might be deployed to aggregate content that would otherwise never come together via purposeful search. This raises many research questions about how different types of political information – news, expert opinion, non-expert points of view, direct candidate statements and so on – mix as they are routinely encountered together.

The longstanding two-step and multistep flow models of information dissemination via mass media [31] stress that media serves a gatekeeping role since traditional media outlets select what stories to pass through and how to contextualize those stories. Recent studies have shown that social media can play this role [9,25], although Bennet and Manheim [1] point out that traditional opinion leaders may be playing a less important role in the fragmented hybrid media environment of the internet, and Weeks, Ardèvol-Abreu and Gil de Zúñiga [89] describe the increasingly important role of “prosumers,” or highly active social media users who play a role of filtering and news transmission to others. In
the social-media era, many news stories are passed on to others via friendship networks with varying goals [38] that are not necessarily aligned with what traditional media considers newsworthy, with the maintenance of social capital being one predominant goal [19,56].

1.3. Rationality and affect

Emotion is an important part of social media activity. Emotionally charged tweets are more likely to be shared than neutral tweets [78] and social media sentiment has been studied in response to, and as a predictor of, many phenomena ranging from stock market trends [5] to elections [84] and more [4]. Papacharisi and de Fatima Oliveira [55] have claimed that news, opinion, and emotion are so intermingled in contemporary networked environments that they are essentially indistinguishable and should be understood as a new kind of “affective news” [52], that is to say news which is contextualized within a dialog rich in emotional content. The advent of hybrid news environments with significant affective content suggests a need to understand how affect and information intermingle and influence each other [6,52,85].

The idea of virtual social networks as a new kind of public sphere has been discussed and critiqued extensively. The public sphere, as Habermas [21] originally framed it, is a space in which diverse actors can meet to discuss common interests, especially those of a civic nature. As Papacharissi [53] and others [16,39] have pointed out, however, the Habermasian public sphere privileges rational deliberation whereas many studies of political discourse suggest instead that emotion and rationality work together in important ways. Rational-actor models dominated theories of political decision making for many decades [64]. These models posit that decision makers gather information, weigh choices, and engage in reasoning about costs and benefits of various decisions. However, such models have been challenged by theorists and researchers coming from psychology and other behavioral social sciences [37,76], political sciences [34,42,58,60,61], and media researchers [6,52,82]. A prevailing view now is that people utilize “motivated reasoning” in political decision making [26,34,42,58,60,61] where affect and emotion play a role in deciding about whether information is important, how it should be interpreted, and how it is ultimately remembered.

One challenge involves the pragmatics of making complex decisions that require significant cognitive resources. Lau [37] suggests that people are capable of estimating the cognitive effort required to make complex decisions and that they are often unmotivated to expend such effort when they can instead satisfice by using short-cut heuristics. This view falls into a broader category of bounded rationality theories [24,30,75,77] in which actors weigh the complexity of a problem against cognitive and other resources. A popular, heuristic-based theory in political psychology is the “on-line running tally” idea [40,41,60]. In this model, people create an initial, schema-based concept of a candidate which they then use as a comparator when new information is encountered. New information is judged by how it affects the candidate schema and used to update the schema as necessary, but the actual information used for updating might be forgotten. Rahn [58] proposes that affective cues serve as an important source of information about the importance of political facts, and indeed other researchers have found that emotional content, both positive and negative, increases the likelihood of information being shared in social media [2,26,78].

Both social psychologists and political scientists have spent considerable effort studying the role of emotion in the political arena [20,34,43,58,60,62]. Marcus et al. [44] propose that political judgment is a balance between habit and reason that is mediated by emotion. Studies of the impact of media on decision making have also emphasized the role of impression formation and manipulation in forming political
judgments [94]. Information gleaned from prior material has a priming effect on later material [40] and provides a frame in which subsequent material is interpreted [72]. Both of these influences can operate on both a cognitive level, for example influencing what people think is salient, and on an affective level, for example influencing whether people feel good, neutral, or bad about an issue [48]. Some researchers feel that cognition and affect work together in political media to influence what people feel is important, and that highly salient issues with negative valence are judged to be most important [71]. There is some evidence that news delivered with a positive tone made people feel that it was less important [71, 73].

While non-opinion traditional media is often written in a neutral style, there is no such control over the style of information in social media. Indeed, the multiple participants/authors of social media have many goals [12, 36] and in the context of political discourse they often seek explicitly to influence others and the emotional tone of the content can be positive and negative [65, 66]. Taken together, the use of heuristic shortcuts, the influence of emotional content, and the existence of framing effects all suggest that decision making in the “sprawling” public sphere [11] will be highly complex. In this study, we explore both rational and affective components of political candidate choice when multiple news materials were influencing each other.

1.4. Study rationale and research questions

Many studies of computer-mediated political activity focus on a single context or application such as Twitter or Facebook. However, in real life people encounter information about politics in a variety of forms and utilize multiple online tools to navigate and experience political events [45, 74] in what Dahlgren [11] refers to as the “sprawling” public sphere. Papacharissi [53] suggests that citizens today encounter civic society as a hybrid environment of overlapping private and public spheres and that citizenship itself is experienced in a highly fluid manner. She suggests that “affective news” is a new kind of media environment in which information and emotion intermingle to generate “affective attunement” and create “affective publics” that are connected in discursive networks [52]. In this study, we explore how different types of media influence each other, and specifically how social media interacts with other media such as online news articles. We focus on social media’s potential effects on knowledge and emotional state.

In this study we gave participants a collection of different online materials to read. We focused on the question of whether and how social media, specifically Facebook posts about political candidates, might interact with news articles about those candidates. In order to study this question, we varied the order in which subjects read the same materials. In some conditions they read social media followed by news articles, and in other conditions they read news articles followed by social media. As a “neutral” contrast, we also included conditions in which subjects read the same social media materials together with a political speech that had nothing to do with the election. The order of presentation of the social network materials and the speech was varied in the same way. We took measures of knowledge and affect (both personal affect and feelings toward the candidates) with the goal of understanding how social media content might influence both. We are not manipulating the valence (positive/negative) of the social media content, but rather examining the impact of order in which this material is encountered vis-à-vis less affectively laden information.

Our research questions were as follows:

RQ1: Does social media order influence perceived knowledge? A social media inquiry amplification effect would occur if the interactive and often combative nature social media creates an interest in the race such that subjects feel more informed when they subsequently read informative
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political views</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in politics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood of voting</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity with ICTs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNS usage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail usage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texting and IM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Scale endpoints are described in the text.

material in contrast to when they read informative material first followed by social media. A social media inquiry suppression effect would occur if the nature of social media puts people off and makes them less interested in subsequent material, leading to the opposite pattern.

RQ2: Does social media order influence feelings about the candidates? A social media affect amplification effect would occur if the interactive and often combative nature of social media creates a higher state of arousal that is amplified by subsequent informative material and results in higher affect measures when social media comes first in contrast to when it comes last. A social media affect depression effect would occur if social media about politics leads to negative feelings and lower affect measures, leading to the opposite pattern.

RQ3: Does social media order influence personal feelings? A social media personal affect amplification effect and a personal affect depression effect mirror the predictions from RQ2, except that their effects would be assessed by measures of personal affect.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Forty-five undergraduate students, 23 males and 21 females (one non-response), from a state university participated in this study. The students were solicited as part of an optional course participation opportunity.

Thirty-seven of the participants reported that they were in the 18–20 year-old age category and seven subjects reported that they were in the 21–29 year-old age category (one non-response). The sample contained 16 participants who identified themselves as Democrats, 22 who identified themselves as Independents, and 6 who identified themselves as Republicans (one non-response). Table 1 shows means, minimums, and maximums for ratings measuring political ideology and technology use. The relevant scale endpoints are as follows: Political Views (1 = Very Liberal, 5 = Very Conservative); Interest in Politics, Likelihood of Voting, and Familiarity with ICTs (1 = Very Low, 5 = Very High); SNS Usage, Email Usage, and Text/IM Usage (1 = Very Frequent, 5 = Very Infrequent). Taken together, the data suggest that these participants were distributed along the political spectrum and had high familiarity with ICTs and social networking. They had a moderate interest in politics and little experience in elections.

2.2. Materials

The social media materials comprised over 700 consecutive posts and their related comments copied from each of the Facebook walls of the two candidates for Governor of Mississippi in 2011: Republican candidate Phil Bryant (∼ 500 posts) and Democratic candidate Johnny DuPree (∼ 300 posts). The
Fig. 1. Experimental design. Participants saw social media (Facebook posts) either before (SM-First) or after (SM-Last) other materials, which consisted of either campaign-relevant news stories (News) or a campaign-irrelevant political speech (Speech).

Mississippi gubernatorial election was selected for several reasons. First, it was one of only four gubernatorial elections held in 2011, and there was a reasonable chance our subject pool (located in a different region of the United States) would have little or no prior knowledge of the candidates. Post-experiment interviews confirmed that this was the case. Second, Mississippi’s election was the only gubernatorial race in 2011 without an incumbent candidate, so the assumption was that media coverage would be more even across the candidates. Finally, both Bryant and Dupree maintained active Facebook pages that attracted numerous comments by citizens.

Posts were collected from the four months immediately preceding the election (August 5, 2011–November 8, 2011). Posts were taken from the candidates’ public walls, which contained the top-level posts of the candidates followed by comments from Facebook users. These materials were presented to subjects in a browser exactly as they appeared within the Facebook application.


The articles were selected because they provided balanced coverage of the candidates. To check the distribution of news coverage between candidates, each sentence was categorized according to whether it was about Bryant, DuPree, or someone or something else. The number of words about each candidate relative to the total number of words in each article was calculated. Overall, the total number of words dedicated to discussing each candidate was fairly even across the three articles: 35 percent of the words were about DuPree, and 31 percent were about Bryant.

The political speech was a 2900-word final address delivered by then-Governor Haley Barbour on Jan. 11, 2012 to the state legislature of Mississippi (http://www.governorbarbour.com/news/2011/dec/1.4 barbourfinaladdress.html). It has political content relevant to the state of Mississippi but does not address the campaign or the candidates.

2.3. Design

The experimental design was a 2 × 2 independent groups design as depicted in Fig. 1. Subjects were assigned randomly to one of two media context conditions: News or Speech. Subjects were also assigned
randomly to one of two social media order conditions: Social Media First (SM-First) or Social Media Last (SM-Last). Subjects in the SM-First/News-Context condition (n = 12) viewed the Facebook posts of both candidates for ten minutes and then viewed the three news articles for ten minutes. Subjects in the SM-First/Speech-Context condition (n = 11) viewed the Facebook posts of both candidates for ten minutes and then viewed the political speech for ten minutes. Subjects in the SM-Last/News-Context condition (n = 11) viewed the three news articles for ten minutes and then viewed the Facebook posts of both candidates for ten minutes. Subjects in the SM-Last/Speech-Context condition (n = 11) viewed the political speech for ten minutes and then viewed the Facebook posts of both candidates for ten minutes. It is important to note that subjects in the News Context conditions saw the same materials in both ordering conditions and also that subjects in the Speech Context conditions also saw the same materials in both ordering conditions. Thus, conclusions regarding order effects within these two content conditions are based on exposure to the same content.

The following dependent measures to assess knowledge and affect were collected at the end of the study phase

- **Knowledge**: Subjects were asked to indicate their “general knowledge level of the 2011 Mississippi governor’s race” and to rate their knowledge about each candidate using the following scale: 1 = “No knowledge,” 2 = “Low knowledge,” 3 = “Moderate knowledge,” 4 = “High knowledge,” 5 = “Very high knowledge.”

- **Feeling thermometer**: Subjects were asked to rate their feeling about each candidate on a “feeling thermometer” [90] where 1 = “Cold” and 7 = “Warm.”

- **Affect toward the candidates/ANES**: Subjects were asked to rate the candidates on five affective terms: “angry,” “hopeful,” “afraid,” “proud,” and “anxious.” The first four items on the checklist are used in the American National Election Studies, and “anxious” was added per Marcus et al. [44]. The checklist questions were in the form “When you think about <candidate name>, how <affect term> does he make you feel?” The response scale was 1 = “Not <affect term> at all,” 2 = “Slightly <affect term>,” 3 = “Moderately <affect term>,” 4 = “Very <affect term>,” and 5 = “Extremely <affect term>.”

- **Liking of the candidates**: Subjects were asked to “Please indicate how much you like/dislike this candidate” where 1 = “Dislike very much,” 2 = “Dislike somewhat,” 3 = “Neutral,” 4 = “Like somewhat,” and 5 = “Like very much.”

- **Likelihood of voting for the candidates**: Subjects were asked to “Please indicate how likely it is that you would vote for this candidate” where 1 = “Definitely would not,” 2 = “Probably would not,” 3 = “Neutral,” 4 = “Probably would,” and 5 = “Definitely would.”

- **Personal mood/PAD**: The PAD scale is widely used to measure three dimensions of personal affect: Pleasure, Arousal, and Dominance [49]. We used a shortened version of the PAD measure consisting of 18 semantic differential scales and asked subjects to rate their mood. The word/phrase pairs on the scale are shown in Table 2. The first six measure the Pleasure dimension, the second six measure the Arousal dimension, and the final six measure the Dominance dimension. There were 7 points on each scale and the dependent measure for each of the three dimensions was the mean of the 6 scales for that dimension.

### 2.4. Procedure

After reading the consent form, each subject was instructed to “Imagine that you are about to move to Mississippi and that you want to decide which candidate to vote for when you get there.” The subjects
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Factor 1</th>
<th>Factor 2</th>
<th>Factor 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Happy-Unhappy</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleased-Annoyed</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied-Unsatisfied</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contented-Melancholic</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopeful-Despairing</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxed-Bored</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulated-Relaxed</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excited-Calm</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frenzied-Sluggish</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jittery-Dull</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide Awake-Sleepy</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aroused-Unaroused</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlling-Controlled</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influential-Influenced</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Control-Cared For</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important-Awed</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant-Submissive</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous-Guided</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

were instructed that they would be reading materials about the candidates and answering questions about their knowledge and mood.

The experiment was controlled entirely by a computer with all questions and materials appearing online. Each exposure period lasted for 10 minutes during which time subjects were free to read/browse any parts of the appropriate material that they wished. At the end of the entire session an informal, semi-structured interview lasting between 15–20 minutes was conducted by the experimenter(s).

3. Results

Missing data for any scale was replaced by the mean of the relevant scale regardless of condition across all subjects. Only six of the 37 measures contained missing values, with four missing only a single score. However, the feeling thermometer measure for each candidate was missing 10 scores distributed randomly across conditions.

With the exception of one factor analysis, all analyses in this section are 2 × 2 independent groups Analyses of Variance. The independent variables are Social Media Order (SM-First versus SM-Last), and Media Context (News versus Speech). When a two-way interaction was present, main effects are not described here.

3.1. Mood/PAD factor analysis

A factor analysis was conducted on the scores from the 18-scale PAD measure in order to verify the underlying assumption of Pleasure, Arousal, and Dominance factors. A 3-factor solution was forced and varimax rotation was used to evaluate the model. Together the first three components accounted for 64.4% of the variance in the scores. Table 2 shows the component loadings for all 18 scales. The loadings clearly identify the first 6 items as the strongest components of the Pleasure factor, the second six items as the strongest components of the Arousal factor, and the last 6 items as the strongest components of the Dominance factor.
3.2. Knowledge

Participants’ knowledge about the gubernatorial race depended both on what material they were exposed to and what order. There was an interaction between Context and Social Media Order, $F(1,41) = 4.79, p < 0.03$. As Fig. 2 shows, subjects who read news and social media did not differ on their perceived knowledge level when the order was changed, but subjects who read the speech and social media felt that they knew less when the social media came first than when it came last.

With regard to knowledge about the candidates, there were no effects for knowledge about Phil Bryant, but there was a main effect of Context for Johnny Dupree such that people who read social media and news felt that they knew more about Dupree than people who read social media and the speech (mean knowledge ratings = 2.78 and 2.27, respectively), $F(1,41) = 2.89, p < 0.007$. 
3.3. Feeling thermometer, liking, and likelihood of voting

The feeling thermometer, liking, and likelihood of voting measures all assess attitude toward the political candidates. Their behavior was different between the two candidates but consistent for each candidate. In general, Phil Bryant’s measures interacted with social media order whereas Johnny DuPree’s did not. For Phil Bryant there was an interaction between Context and Social Media Order for the temperature measure (Fig. 3), $F(1,41) = 7.12, p < 0.01$, for the liking score (Fig. 4), $F(1,41) = 8.57, p < 0.01$, and for the likelihood of voting score (Fig. 5), $F(1,41) = 4.90, p < 0.03$. Subjects gave Bryant a warmer temperature rating, liked him better, and were more likely to vote for him when they encountered social media followed by news. In the speech context, social media order either didn’t matter or went the other way.

Social media order didn’t matter for Dupree, however subjects felt colder towards him and were less
Fig. 6. Mean Hopefulness ratings for Phil Bryant (1 = Not Hopeful, 5 = Extremely Hopeful) in the News and Speech conditions when social media was seen first (SM-First) and last (SM-Last).

Fig. 7. Mean Pleasure ratings (1 = Low, 7 = High) across candidates in the News and Speech conditions when social media was seen first (SM-First) and last (SM-Last).

likely to vote for him in the news context than in the speech context. The mean temperature ratings were 4.05 and 4.66 in the News and Speech contexts respectively, $F(1,41) = 4.39, p < 0.04$, and the mean voting likelihood ratings were 3.0 and 3.55 in the News and Speech contexts respectively, $F(1,41) = 4.35, p < 0.04$.

3.4. ANES

Consistent with the thermometer, liking, and likelihood of voting measures, the ANES measure regarding Hopefulness also showed an interaction between Context and Social Media Order for Bryant but not for Dupree. Specifically, subjects felt more hopeful about Bryant in the News context, especially when they encountered social media first (Fig. 6), $F(1,41) = 4.93, p < 0.03$. Subjects also felt more proud about Bryant in the News context than in the Speech context (means = 1.99 versus 1.41 for News
and Speech respectively), $F(1,41) = 4.06, p < 0.05$, although this did not interact with Social Media Order. The negative ANES scales (Angry, Afraid, and Anxious) showed no effects and there were no effects of the ANES scales for Dupree.

3.5. PAD

Both the Pleasure and Arousal dimensions of the PAD scale showed interactions between Context and Social Media Order (Figs 7 and 8, which show inverted scales so that higher arousal and pleasure ratings are larger numbers). There was a difference in arousal and pleasure in the Speech condition only such that subjects had higher arousal ratings and higher pleasure ratings when social media came last compared to when it came first, $F(1,41) = 5.05, p < 0.03$ for Pleasure, and $F(1,41) = 4.41, p < 0.04$ for Arousal.

There was a main effect of the Social Media Order condition on the Dominance dimension of the PAD scale, $F(1,41) = 6.28, p < 0.02$, with subjects who saw social media first reporting feeling less dominant than subjects who saw social media last (inverted scale means = 3.97 and 4.59 respectively).

4. Discussion

4.1. Overview

We studied people as they browsed information about competing politicians across mixed media types, focusing in particular on social media mixed with traditional online news. This type of browsing is increasingly characteristic of the online browsing behavior of news consumers [6,7,29,33,46]. Liberal inter-linkage among media types encourages news consumers to cross application boundaries, and so we asked whether it matters in what order people encounter various media. We found that social media interacts in complex ways to influence perceived knowledge, feelings towards political candidates and likelihood of voting for a candidate, and personal feelings. Thus we suggest that social media is not a trivial factor in political impression formation and decision making.

Specifically, we found the following interactions when social media and news articles were mixed:
– Higher temperature rating for Phil Bryant when social media was first
– Higher liking score for Phil Bryant when social media was first
– Higher feeling of hopefulness when thinking about Phil Bryant when social media was first
– Higher likelihood of voting for Phil Bryant when social media was first

We also observed the following when social media and the irrelevant speech were mixed:
– Lower perceived general knowledge of the race when social media was first
– Lower temperature rating for Phil Bryant when social media was first
– Lower liking score for Phil Bryant when social media was first
– Lower feeling of hopefulness about Phil Bryant when social media was first
– Lower pleasure rating when social media was first
– Lower level of arousal when social media was first

Research question 1 asked if social media order influenced perceived knowledge. Knowledge was influenced by the order of social media with other media, however social media order was not important in the condition when subjects actually learned about the candidates from news articles. Because we did not observe order effects in the News conditions, we do not have a conclusion concerning the inquiry amplification or inquiry suppression effects.

Instead, subjects felt that they were less informed when they saw social media together with the political speech (they were actually less informed in this condition) and they felt this more strongly when social media came first. We did observe that the speech was not as uninformative as we intended. Subjects tried to make it relevant to the election even though it had nothing to do with the election. One subject explained:

“From what I read, it was the former governor’s speech. By reading the speech I was able to find what the state needs and, based on that information, I could decide.”

Thus, we should probably consider the speech to be “contextually informative,” if not directly informative about the candidates’ positions.

One explanation for our social media order effect on knowledge in the Speech condition could be that subjects generated questions and expectations from the social media materials which they then found unanswerable by the irrelevant speech. In other words, the speech, when it came at the end of the experiment was a letdown. One subject explained that “Facebook was much easier and fun to read” and that the speech was “a downer.”

Research question 2 asked if social media order influenced feelings about the candidates. We found several effects of social media order in the News context condition, all of which consistently showed greater favorability towards one candidate when social media came first. These feelings even led to a higher likelihood of voting for the candidate when social media came first. These results are consistent with the affect amplification effect, that social media creates feelings towards the candidates that are then amplified by subsequent informative material.

Unexpectedly we also found order effects in the Speech condition, and they were opposite to the News condition. If we consider the speech to be “contextually relevant,” then the “letdown” explanation discussed in the knowledge section above may also apply to feelings about the candidates.

Research question 3 asked if social media order influenced personal feelings. Personal pleasure and arousal were influenced by social media order, answering RQ3 in the affirmative. However, like the knowledge measure, we found no effects in the News condition and can therefore not comment on the personal affect amplification or depression effects as we intended. But, we did observe lowered pleasure and arousal scores in the Speech condition when social media came first. Again, if we consider the
speech to be “contextually relevant,” then we may have evidence for a personal affect depression effect when the expectations generated by exposure to social media are not realized by subsequent materials.

4.2. Motivated reasoning and the network society

Social media content influences both cognitive processes and affective processes and will therefore be relevant to any motivated reasoning theory of political decision making [34,58,60,61]. The contemporary media environment is characterized by extreme type hybridity, dense interconnection, and an “always on” functionality. Papacharissi [53] describes contemporary, digitally-engaged citizens as being “liquid” and “reflexive” as they navigate multiple information spaces, stressing the “monitorial” stance toward information in contrast to a more deliberative stance. Together these characteristics make “on-line” schema-update models of impression formation [37,41,60], in which affect and cognition are intermingled and satisfying is necessary, more important than ever.

Papacharissi’s [52] general claim that “affective news” is a new kind of media environment in which information and emotion intermingle to generate “affective attunement” and create “affective publics” is substantiated in this research. However, we have demonstrated that the order in which hybrid information is encountered matters.

In the political domain studied here, the strongest effects were observed on feelings toward a political candidate when social media was encountered before news. This is consistent with Rahm’s research showing that cues about whether news is important are taken from a sense of the “public mood” [58]. The effect was consistent with multistep flow models of media influence since the social media content provided an opinion frame through which news about the candidates was filtered [7,8,51,88]. This effect did not really generalize to influence the mood of the participants or their perceived knowledge, however.

Unexpectedly, when social media was encountered before an irrelevant political speech, there were negative impacts on participant knowledge, feelings toward the candidates, and personal mood. What we considered to be the “irrelevant” condition may in fact be more like the hybrid news environment than we intended, since the new media environment mixes news and personal content in an almost random fashion. This leaves news consumers to sort out for themselves what is related to what, including how to apply emotional states generated by affective content to more dispassionate material, related or not. To the degree that “affective attunement” [52] and motivated reasoning are taking place continuously, affective expectations will seek targets in surrounding news content. Our research suggests that in the context of political dialog, not finding appropriate attachments for affective interpretation (which should be more common in disorganized, hybrid information spaces) may be frustrating and lead to negative impacts on confidence about topic knowledge, feelings toward the political candidates, and personal feelings.

4.3. Limitations and future research

Many of the limitations of this study come from the fact that we utilized real materials from social media and news and did not alter them in any way. On the one hand, we forfeited control over several factors that might be relevant to online political information browsing, but on the other hand we increased the ecological validity of the study by offering participants a more naturalistic media browsing environment. We argue that at this early stage of investigation ecological validity trumps experimental control so long as we can use the questions raised to inform future hypotheses.

This study utilized a small number of media materials in a single political race. This limits the generalizability of the findings beyond these materials and makes outcomes that might be due to the peculiarities
of these particular materials more salient. We acknowledge that provocative content in one candidate’s Facebook content led to behavior that might not be characteristic of all social media encounters (it was not characteristic even in the other candidate’s data), however we also argue that this provided a unique opportunity to see how affectively charged social media materials interacted with other information. While affective content is discouraged and systematically eliminated from traditional news, it is common in social media. Political decision-making models in which affect and cognition combine to create impressions about candidates are more important than ever in contemporary mixed-media environments.

In future studies, the affective impact of social media materials should be varied systematically to study this phenomenon.

We also utilized a relatively small number of participants who were homogeneous with regard to age and background. This limits the generalizability of our results to college-age students, however this group is the most immersed in the contemporary hybrid media environment and hence the most relevant to the findings of this study.

Social media is image-heavy, and we observed that participants paid especially close attention to pictures of candidates and made judgments about candidates’ community engagement from the pictures they saw of candidates interacting with constituents at campaign events. Since these images were not systematically varied, our sample of images in the social media materials was likely narrower in topic scope than would be natural. Future studies should assess the categories of images that social media readers find relevant to political impression formation and vary them systematically in mixed-media situations to better understand their role.

While we used real materials sampled from the universe of Facebook posts and online news articles available on the two candidates studied, we did limit the subjects to considering these materials alone. In real life, social media is part of a mix of information sources that are interwoven both by serendipity and by strategy. Increasingly, people have more control over their sources of information and they have a greater ability to shape them. Semaan et al. [74] studied how people dynamically shape their information environments to best serve their browsing and learning goals, and their research revealed that people utilize a wide range of social media and other socially-enabled information sources. In future research, we intend to look more closely at the browsing behavior of individuals as they study a variety of information sources and make their own independent choices about what to read or contribute.

Reading what others have to say is only one part of the social media experience. An important additional component for many people is the ability to participate by posting their own comments, and research suggests that active participation in social media changes the experience and even the voting behavior of people as they learn about politicians [45]. In future studies, the order effects of participation across media should be examined in the same way that the order effects of browsing across media were explored in this study.

5. Conclusion

Facebook was founded in 2004 and Twitter in 2006. Other social media environments, which are being used with ever increasing frequency [14], were founded even more recently. Almost all online news stories are now accompanied by a comment section, and most social media sites have many direct links to major news outlets. In terms of politics, the 2008 U.S. presidential election of Barack Obama is considered to be the first to utilize social media extensively. In other words, the networked civic environment that most of us now inhabit has developed in only the last ten years. Unlike the contained public sphere concept of Habermas (both physical and virtual), the overlapping public and private spheres of
the new networked civic environment [53,54] are easily traversed, and they engage a range of both rational and emotional processes. In the hybrid media environment now dominant for most people, especially young people, encountering “cool” and objective content alongside and intertwined with “hot” opinion and more passionate personal reflections is commonplace. We now make political decisions as part of the technology-enabled “affective public” described by Papacharissi [52]. The research questions in this space should now move to how diverse information sources and opportunities for participation interact. Here we recognize that different types of information influence both affect and cognition, and that different mixtures of information types result in different emotional and rational experiences. The manner in which people mix media when browsing increasingly complex online public and private spheres [10,53,57] and how this influences their decision making processes are issues ripe for future research.
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Note

A subset of preliminary data from his study was discussed in Robertson et al. [67]. This paper includes more subjects, more conditions, extended results, and expanded discussion.
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